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Case Report

Slip Clip after successful microsurgery 
of a blister aneurysm: Should bypass 
always be the first option? 
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Blood Blister-like aneurysms are intracranial non-saccular aneurysms with higher 
rupture risk due to its fragile wall. Diagnosis is performed in the acute phase of a sub-
arachnoid hemorrhage. There are several treatment options based on reconstructive 
or deconstructive techniques. This paper aims to discuss the limitations of micro-
surgery clipping for a ruptured blister aneurysm. We report on a case of a female 
patient presented with a Fisher III subarachnoid hemorrhage. Cerebral angiography 
revealed an internal carotid artery blister aneurysm. Initially microsurgery clipping 
was successfully performed. However, after a few days the patient presented new 
subarachnoid hemorrhage. The new cerebral angiography showed growth of the pre-
viously clipped aneurysm, with displacement of the clip from the position adjacent 
to the artery. High-flow bypass was performed obtaining definitive treatment. This 
is a definitive approach for blister aneurysms. If microsurgery clipping is chosen, a 
strict follow-up is required due to the dynamic nature of this lesion and the chance of 
re-bleeding even after successfully clipping.
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INTRODUCTION

Blood Blister-like aneurysms (BBAs) correspond to 0.5-2% of all intracranial aneu-
rysms.1)3) They usually are small (<2 mm), broad-based lesions, with fragile wall, that 
more frequently occur in the supraclinoid segment of internal carotid artery (ICA). 
Despite being uncommon, they have a higher rupture risk when compared to saccu-
lar aneurysms (SA). Unlike saccular aneurysm that could be discovered incidentally, 
BBAs are diagnosed in the acute phase after a subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) and 
because of their fragility wall and dynamic nature, treatment is challenging. In gen-
eral, treatment is based in deconstructive or reconstructive methods that could be 
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A neurosurgical procedure was performed with right 
pterional craniotomy and microsurgical dissection of the 
basal cisterns, after proximal carotid control in the cervi-
cal region. Exposure of the supraclinoid carotid revealed 
a small broad-based aneurysm at the dorsal wall of the 
internal carotid artery, covered by fibrin. After tempo-
rary proximal and distal clipping, the blister aneurysm 
was clipped with a straight clip, involving the fibrin in 
the clip (Fig. 2). Microsurgical clipping was performed 
without any complication and complete occlusion of 
the lesion through microscopic view. Five days after 
the procedure, patient was still in ICU for neurological 
observation and blood pressure control, she remained 
conscientious, with GCS 15. However, she evolved with 
decreased level of consciousness, facial central paralysis 
and left hemiparesis. Brain CT revealed new hemor-
rhage and other DSA was performed showing growth of 
the previously clipped aneurysm, with the clip distanc-
ing from the artery wall (slip clip) (Fig. 3). 

In this scenario it was realized a high-flow bypass with 
interposition of saphenous vein. The ICA was occluded 
on the neck and also in the supraclinoid segment, right af-
ter the aneurysm. During microsurgery it was noticed that 
the lesion grew again and push the clip. The procedure 
occurred without complication and control angiography 

performed through microsurgery or endovascular inter-
ventions.13)

This paper aims to discuss the limitations of recon-
structive treatment through microsurgery clipping in 
a patient with subarachnoid hemorrhage due to a rup-
tured BBAs.

CASE REPORT

A 58-year-old female patient presented to Emergency 
Department (ED) complaining of severe headache, nau-
sea and vomiting. She evolved with impaired conscious-
ness level, Glasgow coma scale (GCS) of 14 at admission, 
no cranial nerve palsy and no other neurological deficits 
and so classified with Hunt Hess II. Past medical history 
was significant only for arterial hypertension. She was 
monitored at intensive care unit (ICU).

Brain computed tomography (CT) revealed a diffuse 
SAH occupying basal cisterns and classified as Fisher 
III. 3D Angio-CT reconstruction did not reveal any 
alterations. Digital subtraction angiography (DSA) was 
performed and revealed a small broad-based aneurysm 
at supraclinoid segment of the ICA suggestive of blister 
aneurysm (BBA) (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Pre-operative ICA angiogram showing a small broad-based aneurysm (arrow) at dorsal wall of the ICA. (A) Unsub-
stracted image. (B) 3D rotational angiography reconstruction. ICA, internal carotid artery.
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showed good patency of the anastomosis (Fig. 4). She was 
discharge one month after the initial subarachnoid hem-
orrhage without any neurological sequel and a GOS of 5.

DISCUSSION

Intracranial aneurysms constitute a high morbidity 
and mortality condition in neurosurgery practice.6)7) 
They are more common diagnosed after SAH, however 
could also be incidentally discovered specially in pa-
tients with familial history. Saccular aneurysms are the 
most common type. BBAs are a rare and special type of 
non-saccular aneurysm. Its incidence varies among se-
ries, however they usually are discovered after SAH and 

correspond to 0.5-2% of all ruptured intracranial aneu-
rysm.20)

They most commonly arise from the dorsal wall of 
the ICA-supraclinoid segment. Considering all ICA 
aneurysm, they correspond to 0.9-6.5%. They are small 
broad-based lesions that resemble an ulcer, with a 
fragile wall that is more associated to high rupture risk 
when compared to saccular aneurysms.10) Some studies 
considered that its pathology is associated to an arterial 
dissection. Ruptured BBAs consist of a platelet plug cov-
ering a thin layer of adventitia, which overlies a defect in 
the intima and media that lacks the usual collagen layer.5)

The angio-CT has an elevated rate of false negative, 
as in this case, and angiography is the gold-standard for 
diagnosis and required for follow-up, specially when 

Fig. 2. Microsurgical image after temporary clipping of the proximal (extracranial) and distal internal carotid artery. (A) The blister aneu-
rysm covered by fibrin (arrow) is observed. (B) After partial removal of fibrin, it is possible to observe the blister aneurysmal neck (arrow).  
(C) After definite clipping.
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Fig. 3. (A) Pre-operative ICA angiogram showing a small broad-based aneurysm at dorsal wall of the ICA. (B) Unsubstracted image and (C) 
Substracted image. Post-operative angiogram showing that the aneurysm grew back and pushed the clip. ICA, internal carotid artery.
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reconstructive procedures are performed.2) The most 
recent works also highlight the importance of repeat 
angiogram even if the initial exam does not reveal any 
alteration, but there is a high suspicion.19) They could 
appear after because of usually they are very small and 
have a dynamic behavior.9)12)17)

Treatment could be performed through microsurgery, 
using different techniques such direct clipping, trapping, 
wrapping and bypass, or through endovascular inter-
ventions, by a variety of techniques like balloon-assist-
ed coil embolization, stent-assisted coil embolization, 
parent vessel occlusion or stent flow diversion.8)10)11) It 
is remarkable that rupture risk during any intervention 
is high and surgeon may be prepared for this situation. 
Considering endovascular treatment, several approaches 
are possible, such as occlusion, coiling and flow diverter.11)

Reconstructive or deconstructive procedures16) could 
be performed through microneurosurgery. In the for-
mer, the normal flow patency is preserved and in the 
latter one it is provoked an interruption of the regular 
arterial flow and the segment of the vessel that contain 
the aneurysm is excluded of circulation.4)

Direct aneurysm clipping is associated to lesser mor-
bidity because the artery patency maintenance, neverthe-
less this type of vascular lesion has a dynamic behavior 

and despite success in surgery, complications may occur 
such in the case reported. Perfect clipping was obtained, 
however it was insufficient to block flow through the le-
sion and so grew back. The force through its fragile wall 
surpassed the strength of the clip and push it and so re-
bled occurred. Fortunately, this event was not catastrophic 
and was diagnosed soon during observation in ICU and 
angiography was performed and revealed a slip clip.14)

In this scenario a deconstructive procedure was pro-
posed. Despite high-flow bypass can cause cerebral 
ischemia due to exclusion of a segment of the ICA and 
so greater neurological morbidity, it represents a defin-
itive treatment. No blood flow pass over the lesion and 
so there is no risk of further bleeding. In this patient the 
collateral circulation was sufficient to maintain a proper 
cerebral vascularization and so no ischemia occurred.

A natural history of BBAs generally is catastrophic.18) 

There are some reports in which the authors opted only 
for observation and in seriated angiography the lesion 
disappeared, however it could be seen as an exception 
of its generally behavior. Intervention is the best choice 
because of if other hemorrhage occur could be fatal. The 
current tendency of treatment defends more aggressive 
procedures excluding this aneurysm of circulation 
through deconstructive methods.15) This paper high-

Fig. 4. Right common carotid angiography after bypass, showing graft patency and complete vascu-
larization of the right cerebral hemisphere. (A) frontal view. (B) Lateral view.
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lights the importance of considering this type of proce-
dure as initial treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

BBAs are rare vascular lesions diagnosed after the 
occurrence of a subarachnoid hemorrhage. Despite is 
uncommon in neurosurgical practice, their particular-
ities should be known aiming a proper diagnosis and 
treatment. Angiography is the gold-standard exam inas-
much as Angio-CT has a great index of false negative. Its 
therapeutic approach is difficult because of they have a 
dynamic behavior due to its fragile wall. Deconstructive 
procedures such as microsurgical high-flow bypass, de-
spite of having a great morbidity is a definitive treatment 
that is associated to high rate of cure compared to clip-
ping since its intrinsic nature can push out the clip even 
after a succeed occlusion. 

Disclosure
The authors report no conflict of interest concerning 

the materials or methods used in this study or the find-
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